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Getting started with
Quick Reports
Get started quickly byy
seleccting one of our prre-built
reports from the left siidebar.

immediately or automate
delivery to stakeholders
with our flexible email
scheduling options.
options

Reposition modules by

Use the service selector

Rename modules by

dragging and dropping

to analyze aggregate

editing the titles.

into place.

data on a single report.

Send your reports to the
printer or save to PDF. You
u'll
be able
ab to choose how you
ur
coveer page is displayed priior
to prrinting.

Custtomize any of our
Acceess any custom rep
ports
you'vve created using the Report
Build
der from within My Reports.

pre-b
built Quick Reports byy
savin
ng them and editing
within the Report Builder.
Display up to 12 months o
of
data
a for Facebook and
LinkeedIn on one report using
the d
date filter.

Use the Report Buildeer to
desiggn your own, bran
nded
reports by dragging an
nd droppiing

Embed our charts in your

from
m our library of 250+ moduless.

preseentations by

Each
h report can conta
ain up to 30

down
nloading to PNG, PDF
F

indivvidual modules.

and C
CSV.

Easilly integrate raw

You ccan also add your own
n

reporting data into thiird

comm
mentary and

partyy applications by

anno
otations to charts befo
ore

expo
orting to CSV.

down
nloading.

GET STARTED WITH

Engagement
Report
Track performance engagement metrics
across all your services.
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Audience data reflects the total number of

Post Engagements includes the total number of likes,

fans and followers across all of your connected

shares and comments across all of your connected services

services over the selected date range.

over the selected date range. This does not include clicks.

Mentions includes the total
M
nu
umber of mentions your
Avatars of the services

seeervices have received over

included in this report.

th
he selected date range.
h

Track the audience size
of your top services
and monitor which
ones have gained the
most followers over the

Understand how your
U

selected period.

au
udience is growing by
an
nalyzing trends on
sp
pecific services and
co
omparing to the previous
peeriod.


Ga
ain insight into the
Track the audience size
of your top services
and monitor which
ones have gained the
most followers over the

possting times that are, on
aveerage, likely to generate
thee most engagement from
you
ur audience across all
you
ur connected services.

selected period.

Understand the level of
engagement your
services are receiving

Compare the number of

relative to the number of

posts your team has

posts you've published.

created compared to the
previous period.

Th
he number of times this
usser has posted to your
seervices.

Discover which users are

The number of times this

commenting and posting

user has left a comment

to your services most

on a post on your

frequently.

services.



When available, the
W
number of clicks is
displayed for posts
co
ontaining trackable links.

Analyze your
top-performing content
based on Interactions
and Clicks.
In
nteractions includes Likes,
Comments and Shares.
C



Get a snapshot of your
most popular media
across all your connected
services measured by
total likes and comments.



ENGAGEMENT REPORT

GET STARTED WITH

Facebook Page
Report
Analyze Facebook data to better understand the
performance of your Pages.
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The number of people who have
seen any content associated with
your Page.

The number of people that clicked
anywhere within your Posts.

The number of people that
T
cclicked or created a story
The total number of

anywhere on your Page,
a

times any content

iincluding liking your Page.

associated with your
Page has been seen.

Understand what is drivingg
your audience growth over
time by analyzing paid
versus organic likes and
comparing trends to the
previous time period.



Analyze your team's
A
posting habits to gain
p
Use the Publishing Metrics

iinsight into hours in the

summary to understand thee

day that are likely to
d

types of content your team

ggenerate the most

is posting.

eengagement from your
a
audience.

The number of people who
T
ssaw this post.

Virality is the number of
V
Analyze your top published
d
content based on
Reactions, Comments,
Shares, Clicks, Virality and
Reach.

unique people who
u
iinteracted with your post
divided by the number of
d
people who saw this post.
p



Use the Prev and Next
buttons to view additional
results. Posts are listed in
order of engagement.

Organic Impressions are
O
tthe number of times your
posts were seen in the
p
News Feed or on visits to
N
yyour page.
These impressions can be
T
Fans or non-Fans.
F

Paid Impressions are the
number of impressions of a
Sponsored Story or Ad
pointing to your Page.

Viral Impressions are a
V
ccount of the number of
iimpressions of a story
published by a friend
p
about your Page. These
a
sstories include liking your
Page, posting to your
P

The number of people who

Page's Timeline, liking,
P

have seen any content

ccommenting on or sharing

associated with your Page.

one of your Page Posts.
o



Understand how engaged
your audience is by analyzing
Reactions, Comments and
Shares over time.

Monitor peaks in
M
eengagement to keep track
of content that generates
o
higher reaction rates from
h
yyour audience.

People Engaged is the
P
number of people sharing
n
sstories about your Page.
These stories include Likes,
T
Comments and Shares.
C

People Reached is the
P
Use the filters to display
demographic information for
fo
specific audiences.

number of people who have
n
sseen any content associated
with your Page.
w



Discover which Facebook
users are commenting and

The number of times this
T

posting to your Page the mo
ost.

user has left a comment on
u
a post on your Page.

The number of times this
T
user has posted to your
u
P
Page.



FACE
FA
CEBO
BOOK
OK PAG
AGE
E RE
REPO
PORT
RT

GET STARTED WITH

Twitter Report
Analyze your Twitter accounts to understand
your audience and engagement.
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The total number of Likes and

Reach is the maximum potential audience size who

Retweets over the selected

may have seen your Tweets. This number includes

date range.

followers of people that retweeted your posts.

Add multiple Twitter
services to the same
report to analyze
performance across
brands.

Track your Klout Score to
T
understand how your
u
Daily Exposure is the

ssocial influence is evolving.

total potential
impressions generated
per day on average.

Understand which
activities are helping to

Compare audience growth
C

drive your audience growth
h

with the previous period to
w

and adjust your strategy

sshow progress.

accordingly.



Analyze the number of
A
Tweets sent and received
T
against your content
a
sstrategy to drive growth
and conversations.
a

Gain insight into the
hours in the day that are,
on average, likely to
generate the most
engagement from your
activity on Twitter.
Engagement probability
is calculated by
analyzing each of your
Tweets to determine the
hours when your
audience is most likely to
engage with your
content.



Use the Content Habits
summary to understand
the types of content that
are helping to drive
growth and engagement
on Twitter.

Understand how your
audience is engaging
with your Twitter service
by analyzing Mentions,
Retweets and Likes.

Analyze your top Tweets
A
based on the number of
b
Retweets, Likes and overall
R
R
Reach.

Display your most recent
mentions from Twitter
and the sentiment of
each Tweet.



A breakdown of your
200 most recent Twitter
followers using 4 types of
demographic data.

Get to know your newest
G
ffollowers better and use
tthis data to inform your
ccontent strategy.


Discover the topics that
D
yyour followers are most
iinterested in to help drive
yyour content and
iinfluencer marketing
Utilize this chart to

s
strategies.

determine the most
popular topics amongst
your followers.

Understand which Twitter
U
users are most influential
u
within your key topics and
w
direct your influencer
d
marketing activities
m
ttowards proactively
eengaging with them and
ttheir followers.



The number of times this
T
user has retweeted one of
u
yyour Tweets.

Discover which users are
engaging with you on
Twitter most often.

The number of times this
T
user has mentioned your
u
Twitter account in a Tweet.
T



TWIT
TW
ITTE
TER
R RE
REPO
PORT
RT

GET STARTED WITH

Instagram
Report
Understand the impact your Instagram posts have
on your audience and engagement.
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Generate a report that
includes data from
multiple Instagram

Review key metrics for your Instagram services
including total Followers, total you're Following and
the number of Posts you've published.

services. Avatars for each
service on this report are
displayed here.

Understand how your
audience is growing over tim
me.

Monitor your audience
M
ggrowth on Instagram over
ttime and relative to the
previous period.
p



Get a snapshot of your
most engaging Instagram
photos and videos.
measured by total likes
and comments.

Use the Publishing Metrics
summary to understand
the level of engagement
your Instagram services aree
receiving relative to the
number of posts you've
published.

Discover when your
D
IInstagram posts tend to
rreceive the most
eengagement and utilize
tthis data to understand the
best times to post based on
b
yyour audience behavior.


Understand how your
U
audience is engaging with
a
yyour content to maximize
r
results.
Monitor improvements by
M
kkeeping track of overall
eengagement since the
previous period.
p

Discover which Instagram
users are regularly
commenting on your posts.

The number of times this
T
user has left a comment on
u
a post on your Instagram
s
services.



INSTAGRAM REPORT

GET STARTED WITH

Google+
Report
Track your Google+ activity and analyze
audience growth and engagement.
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A snapshot of your
Google+ Followers, Posts
and +1's for the selected
date range.
Understand how your
U
Google+ audience is
G
ggrowing over time.

Get a snapshot of your mosst
engaging Google+ posts.
measured by +1's, Clicks an
nd
Comments.

Compare results from your
C
Top Posts with the peaks
T
and valleys in this chart to
a
determine how your
d
ccontent influenced your
audience growth.
a



Clicks are tracked when
C
posts you publish contain
p
ttrackable links.

Understand the
responsiveness of your
audience relative to the
number of posts you've
published to Google+.

Gain insight into the
G
posting times that are, on
p
average, likely to generate
a
tthe most engagement from
yyour audience on Google+.
The probability of
T
eengagement is calculated
by analyzing each of your
b
posts to determine the
p
hours when your audience
h
iis most likely to engage
with your content.
w



GOOG
GO
OGLE
OG
LE+
LE
+ RE
REPO
PORT
PO
RT

GET STARTED WITH

LinkedIn Company
Report
Track your company's presence on LinkedIn
with insightful data.
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Impressions help you

Engagement is the number of times

Clicks help you understand

understand how many times

people have liked, commented on, or

how many times viewers of

your content has been seen

shared each of your updates.

your content have been

by LinkedIn members over

engaged enough to click

the selected date range.

through to read the full story.

Understand how your
audience is growing over
time by analyzing paid verssus
organic audience growth an
nd
comparing trends to the
previous time period.



Keep track of the number of
K
tiimes each update is shown
to
o LinkedIn members per
day and monitor your
d
su
uccess over time.

Understand the
responsiveness of your
audience relative to the
number of posts you've
published to your Companyy
Page.

Gain insight into the
G
posting times that are, on
average, likely to generate
th
he most engagement from
your audience on LinkedIn.
yo



Understand how engaged
your audience is by
analyzing Likes, Commentss,
Shares and Clicks over timee.

Clicks are tracked when
C
posts you publish contain
trrackable links.

Analyze your top published
d
content to your Company
Page based on Comments,
Likes and Clicks.

The number of comments
T
made on a Post, including
m
th
hose made by your
Company Page.
C


A breakdown of who's
following your Company
Page using 4 types of
demographic data.

Get to know your Company
G
Page followers better and
P
use this data to inform your
co
ontent strategy.



LINK
LI
NKED
EDIN
IN COM
OMPA
PANY
NY REP
EPOR
ORT
T

GET STARTED WITH

Monitoring
Report
Gain insight into what is being said about
particular keywords, track sentiment &
discover influencers.
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Review key metrics for the
keywords you're monitoring

Use the keyword picker to
include data for multiple

such as total Mentions and
Sentiment.

keywords to help build a
more complete picture.

Spot trends by monitoring
Mentions generated for you
ur
selected keywords each dayy.

Tra
ack changes in the number
of Mentions of your
keyywords along with Positive
an
nd Negative sentiment over
your selected period.



Analyze the number of
Mentions generated by each
source for each day within
the selected date range.
Ea
asily keep track of which
sou
urces are generating the
mo
ost Mentions of your
keyywords.
Disscover where the
sen
ntiment is most negative
or positive and understand
wh
here to focus your
atttention.



Learn which users are
mentioning your selected
keywords the most and theiir
general sentiment.

Reeview the most recent
Meentions and keep an eye on
thee sentiment of each post.
If you
y wish to update the
sen
ntiment reported, you can
change it from within the
Mo
onitoring area of the
da
ashboard.





MONITORING REPORT

GET STARTED WITH

YouTube
Report
Track your audience growth on YouTube &
understand which videos are most engaging.
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An overview of Youtube
activity for the selected period.
od.

Easily report on how your
E
ssubscriber base is growing
over time.
o



Minutes Watched
d is
calculated by adding up thee
time that people have spent
watching your videos. This
shows how many minutes
have collectively been
watched on your channel.

Keep track of how many
K
people have clicked a link
p
tthat began playing your
v
video.
Whether a person only
W
watches one second of
w
Average View Duration heelps

yyour video before turning it

you determine if people aree

off, or watches the entire
o

watching your videos all thee

vvideo, both count as a

way to the end or leaving

v
view.

before the end. Use this meetric
to work out the ideal length
h for
videos you create in the futture.



Understand how engaged your
YouTube audience is by
analyzing Likes, Dislikes,
Comments and Clicks over
time, relative to the number of
videos you've posted.
Report on your most
R
popular videos that were
p
posted over the selected
p
date range based on Views
d
and Likes.
a





YOUTUBE REPORT

GET STARTED WITH

Google Analytics
Report
Analyze the impact social media has on
traffic to your website with Google Analytics.
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An overview of website traffic
for the selected period.

SSocial media posting
activity is charted
a
alongside visits to your
a
website to help you
w
understand how your
u
ssocial media activity is
driving traffic to your
d
w
website.

Understand how your socia
al
posting activity impacts vissits
to your website over the da
ate
period selected.



Learn where to focus your
efforts by analyzing which
channels are generating tra
affic

Discover which social
D

to your website.

networks are sending the
n
most traffic your way and
m
leeverage this data to inform
yyour content strategy.

Keep track of how engaged
d
new visitors are to your
website by monitoring the
percentage that leave your
website from the landing pa
age
without browsing any furth
her.



Understand which pages arre
generating the most views.
Utilize these insights to info
orm
your SEO strategy.

A breakdown of the types
of visitors with the most
o
ssessions on your website
using 4 types of
u
demographic data.
d





GOOGLE ANALYTICS REPORT

Designing custom
reports with
Report Builder

Choose from 250+ modu
ules
to add to your report.
Up to 30 modules can bee
included on each report.

Collaborate with team members and clients
by sharing your reports with other users.
Shared reports cannot be deleted by others
but they will be able to add/remove modules.

Select one of your
previously saved reports

Customize the
appearance of each

or reports that have

Configure PDF reports to be

Open your report in full-screen

been shared with you.

emailed automatically to

mode for presentations and

stakeholders.

easy editing.

Open the live link to
o the report
to share with clientts for real
time access.

report's Cover Page by
uploading your logo and
providing text that

Make a copy of the selected report.

introduces the report to
stakeholders.

Choose from onee of 4
layouts when creeating
new reports.

Reposition modules by
dragging and dropping
into place.
Easily preview th
he
Cover Page and copy to
Rename modules by
editing the titles.

other reports.
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